Flynn surveys

Carmichael sees violence
in black fight for humanity

BC student tenants;

gets statistics for Review Board
By Jack Foley

News Staff

CHARLES BARRY
Associate Editor
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The average Boston College apartment d welling student lives in a three-room apartment (not including kitchen and bathroom) in Brighton with two roommates who together
pay approximately $180 per month rent, according to the results of a surveyrecently com
pleted by Miss Ann Flynn, Assistant Dean of Students.
bably relates to Grad and Law
The survey was conducted to dents in the Grad Schools.
provide a source of information
40% of the students surveyed students and the latter to underfor the Boston Tenant Review lived in Brighton, 10% in Alls ton, graduates. Two other frequent
Board of which Miss Flynn is a
13% in other areas of Boston, 17% combinations were groups of two
member. The survey was taken in Cambridge, 6% in Chestnut living in three room apartments
during the week of Sept. 16 among Hill, and 4% in Newton.
and groups of three living in three
lutionary violence." He contrasts confrontation between two polarthe four undergraduate colleges,
apartments.
room
rent
number
of
average
by
The
this to the "other types of vioized sectors of a society, without the Graduate School and the Law rooms in Allston, Boston, Brighton
The average rent per student
lence" that the white society im- readjusting the inherent social School. A total of 608 apartments
per
and
Brookline
was
as
follows:
One
month ranged from $46.11 for
poses on the black: the violence grievances, and its propensity for
recorded in the survey repwere
$97.85;
$137.64;
three
rooms, four students, to
room:
two
rooms:
hunhaving
of
a child go to be
the protection of their own ecoresenting 1561 students.
three rooms: $181.45; four rooms;
$92.21 for three rooms, two stugry in the richest nation in the nomic stability, thus avoiding
According to the survey, the
$184.54; five rooms: $199.81.
dents.
world; or the violence of having alientationfrom the white society.
About 5% of the students suraverage number of people per
The most common apartment
a man 67 years of age never alThe
who
consolidates
person
versus
were
group
apartment
1)
veyed
in
the
four
size
size
two
lived in groups of five or
undergradlowed to stand up straight in hu- power, Carmichael believes, will uate colleges
was
3.11. For the room apartments housing two stuSome cities have ordinanmore.
dignity.
man
determine the behavior of society. Graduate Schools the figure was dents, and 2) three room apartforbidding more than four
ces
The oppressor, Carmichael went The liberal tends to "influence
1.95. This could be due to the ments housing four students. The unrelated tenants from sharing
on, is in this society able to "legi- society but never concentrates his larger amount of married stusurvey states that the former proan apartment
timatize and institutionalize his
Stokely Carmichael told a Tufts University audience
last Friday night that he "thinks there is going to be violent
conflict in the United States, and the best that can be done
is to predict and prepare for it."
Rejecting any coalition with
Carmichael, flanked on the
stage by various field marshals white liberals, Carmichael outof the Black Panther Party, said lined the basic failures of that
that he is "a firm believer in revogroup, namely its desire to avoid

violence." The only way that
this institutionalized violence and

conventional political system can

be ended, and they must be, he
stated, is by the gun, although
this view is "suicidal and fatalistic."

power to implement those ideas,"
he said, using the voting rights
and civil rights acts to exemplify
his point. In both these instances
he pointed out, liberals successfuly avoided a confrontation between two sectors, but didn't redress effectively any social griev-

ances.

SAT critized:
"limited in scope"
(CPS)
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The College Entrance

Examination Board appears
ready to concede that its admissions testing program is geared
primarily to serving institutions

of higher education and that, as a
result, an imbalance exists between this service and the individual needs of students who want
to continue their education beyond high high school.
But the board does not seem
prepared to make any radical departures in its basic program ot
aptitude and advancement achievment tests. Its emphasis more
likely will 'be on offering additional services to help students make
more enlightened judgements
about themselves and the educational institutions they might attend.
That was the impression left
at the board's annual meeting by
its president, Richard Pearson,
and by the chairman of its commission on tests. The 21-member
commission was appointed in 1967
to conduct a "broad review" of
the theory and practice of the
College Board's testing program.
It was charged with gathering
"evidenceof the need for change"
and deciding what new examinations might be needed in the future.
So far the commission has been
unable to reconcile widely divergent views among its members.
Seeing this as a "long-term effort of program development,"
Mr. Pearson voiced his "assumption at the present time
that
much, though perhaps not all, of
this developmental work will go
on outside the admissions testing

...

Program."

But some members of the tests
commission, at least, have been
greatly impressed by demands for
fundamental realignments within the testing program itself, and
it is on this point perhaps more
than any other that the commission is stalemated.
David Y. Tiedman, chairmanof
the commission, believes it will
ultimately call for some "evolu(Continued

on
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The second failure of the white
liberal, is their fear to endanger
their economic stability in order
to realize their humanistic values.
The white is afraid of alienation
because it endangers his walfare,
so Carmichael speculated, he tries
to maintain the status quo by imposing a humanism that creates a
state that would define the behavior of people.
"The people now seeking to consolidate power,*' Carmichael
warned "will run over the liberals, and the blacks must build a
power base, or those people will
run over them too.
Carmichael further rejected the
proposition that black leftists and
poor whites could work together,
because they face two different
problems. Carmichael explained
that the poor white has "the same
values, culture, and way of life"
as the larger white society; while
that white society has stripped
the black of his history and culture, thus imposing upon him a
dehumanizingpower structure. He
summarized the matter by saying
that the poor white is "fighting
for his economic well-being, while
the black is fighting for his humanity."

Carmichael expressed his feeling that it is up to blacks to de-

cide if a confrontation with the
white power structure is desirable, and if so, they must deterine when and how it is to be implemented. "A revolution begins
when you seize power," Carmichael went on,"and Communism and Socialismmaybe looked
at as models, but that doesnT
necessitate that they will be the
final thing."
When asked if he had a program
for power, Carmichael said that
he did, but declined to outline it
in detail, because he didn't think
that "Napoleon would have told
his."
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theology dept. commission
By Nancy

Palmisciano

News Staff

A curriculum committee in the theology department has been chosen as one repercussion of the student petition on theology.
The Commission was elected at theology department feel strongly
As an academic discipline, the
a meeting of the department with that there should be
greater theology department needs acaa
Father Joyce on Oct 28. The opindemic freedom. The presentation
ion of both the department and communication between themselof various views with impunity is
Father Joyce was that some ves and the students.
the only means through which this
The Commission, through a surchanges are definitely needed in
can be accomplished! The outvey, will foe seeking a more acthe content, teaching, and purcome of the Commission's work
curate knowledge of the students' will help, in large part, to pave
pose of the theology courses.
Father Joyce expressed his opinions. Dr. Neiman stressed the way to an answer. The final
that these opinions will be considfeeling that theology is an imresolution of this question is, howportant part of the curriculum ered important by the Commisever, the unenviable job of the
sion but that this does not mean administration.
and should be made more mean-student opinion will dictate the
ingful. He also stressed the necesThe more immediate job of the
work of the Commission.
sity of listening to the students'
Commission is to deal with the
opinions on this matter very serThe Commission has two jobs students' problems. The Commisiously.
before it. The first task of the sion will formulate recommendaCommission is to solve the probtions which will be submitted to
This point of view was vigorously stressed by Dr. Neiman, the lems resulting from the students
the department for approval.
petition. The second and not alonly non-Christian in the departThese recommendations deal
together different task involves with such matters as:
ment of the chairman of the
Commission. The members of the the redirecting of the department 1. The possiblity of making theo-
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itself.
Until the creation of the Commission the department was not
united at all. The estrangement
between the members of the department is a matter of great con-

cern.

No discussion of the department
however, is complete without a
consideration of the question of
academic freedom.

logy mandatory for all students, regardless of religon;
2. Making changes which would
permit a greater freedom of
choice for the students and
3. The remote possibility of reducing the required number of
credits.
The commissions recommendations will be submitted to the department for approval on Dec. 2.
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Fruit of the News
Summit

Bank
The Finance Academy Lecture
Series will sponsor a lecture by
Mr. Donald Sneed, president of
the Unity Bank and Trust Co., of
Roxbury, on Thursday, Nov. 21,
7:30 P.M. in Fulton 406.
The bank is unique in New England in that it is almost fully
Negro-owned.
Open to the public.

Earth
Tues., Nov. 19?Open night.
Wed., Nov 20.?Open night.
Thurs., Nov. 21?7:30, Sodality,
English Department, Middle
Earth Experimental Film Series.
Return to Reason
Emak Bakia
Plague Summer
Castro Street
Spherical Space
Computer Art
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DAVE WONGS

Fit, Nov 22?7:30, Ed Dembitz,
folk.
Sat., Nov. 23?7:30, Paul Tafe,
blues; Carol McCusker, folk.
Sun., Nov. 25?7:30, Guitar Clinic and open auditions.
Mon., Nov. 25?Open night.

Tickets
Tickets for the Play of Daniel
at St. Ignatius Church, Dec. 5,
will be $4.00 by mail with a
stamped envelope. Special ticket
price for BC students is only $1.50.
Student tickets must be purchased

in advance at the Humanities
Series Office, McElroy 112.

Stars
The Russian-East European
Center will present the award
winning Bulgarian film Stars at
7:30 P.M. today in Higgins 307.
Free.

DINNER FOR TWO J3.50
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The Slavic Circle will sponsor
an Exhibition of Russian and East
European arts, handicrafts and
icons in Bapst Library from Nov.
20 to Dec. 13.
The Circle will also sponsor a
lecture by Dr. Mark G. Field on
"Contemporary Soviet SocietyCauses for Present Unrest," on

Suwueb F&AucMOuh

Cd%4-5 Mote LuJuudu.

Joan

The Dramatics Society will hold
James Forsythe's
Seven Scenes for Yeni on Tuesday, Nov. 19, from 6:45 P.M. to
9 P.M., in Fulton 109A. Prepare
a brief dramatic reading. Both

On Tuesday, Nov. 10, Bishop
John J. Wright will deliver a lecture on"The Growing Literature
of Joan of Arc."
This will take place in the Resi-

tryouts for
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Auditorium.
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Bapst Library

A matter of need
By Terence Gaffney

Associate Editor

"Office space runs into reading space, and the stacks into office space so that it's hard
for anybody to do anything." This statement made by one of the librarians at Bapst,
though an exaggeration, is indicative of the basic situation of the library system at Boston
College.
The present physical plant
needs two-and-a-half times as
many seats for students than it
has, far more space for staff and
books in order to function as it
should. The overcrowding that
this causes makes effective study
more difficult for the relatively
few students the library system
can accomodate, hinders the
staff by the lack of room to work
in, and threatens some books with
off-campus storage to make room
for the new, more valuable acquisitions.

The conversion of Bapst Auditorium into stacks will ease all
three of the above problems, but
the relief thus gained will only be

with these developments by growing at the rate of about five per
cent a year. (A necessary growth
rate for a research library under

2,000,000 volumes).
That the amount of study space
is inadequate is apparent from
elementary arithmetic As of July
Ist, 19,000 sq. ft. of space was
availablefor readers. K. D. Metcalfe, the leading authority on library planning, recommends 25
sq. ft. of space per reader, hence
in 19,000 sq. ft. there is room for
about 760 readers. (Of course
more can be squeezed in, but the
resulting amount of noise and interference between readers makes
this unprofitable).

Photo by Tom Mignone
One of the offices in Bapst in which the 30-member staff works.
and the situation will
be just as bad in another four
years according to Rev. Brendan
Connolly S. J., Director of Libraries.
The roots of this problem reach
back to the 1920's when Bapst Library was designed and built. The
architech's design reflected the
nature of Boston College at that
time. BC's student body was small
temporary,

(only 1200), homogeneous (mostly
Boston Catholics), and most of the
time they used only the standard
textbooks prescribed for their
Latin, Greek and English courses.
There were no graduate students.
Hence, the architect's plan included seats for 400 readers, quite
adequate for a student body of
1200 and more than enough space
for the college's books. Due to the
state of Library Science at that
time, explicit plans were madefor
only a staff of four. (Bapst now
has a staff of 30).
When the college started to
change into a true university, the
student body began increasing until it reached the present figure of
approximately 10,000 full and part
timestudents. Numerous graduate
programs

were started and facul-

ty came to BC who wanted to use

the library as a tool of research
The number of books kept pace

Metcalf recommends that a University library be able to seat 30
percent of the student body at one

time. At BC, this means the li-

brary system should seat 3000 students. By dividing 3000 by 760 it's

obvious that BC needs almost four
times as much space as it now
has for study.
The situation is worse than this,
however. Consider the facilities in
Bapst and Fulton. Most or the
seats these two libraries offer are
at multi-seat tableswhich fill both
reading rooms completely. When
these rooms are filed, as happens,
often, every day in Fulton, less
often in Bapst, there is not enough
room to put all your working materials in front of you, if you're
writing a paper. The noise and
distractions make the reading
rooms even less worthwhile. Ed
Selgrade (A&S 70) said this of the
main reading room in Bapst.
"It's impossible to get any serious studying done, due to the
crowded conditions, poor Ughting
and numerous distractions due to
a room the size of a gym."
Conditions in Fulton are even
worse. In an impromptu, five minute poll, four out of five people
asked felt the room was often
much too crowded for serious
study. As Steve Dißusso (CBA 70)

said "When I really have to study
I go to Bapst." Another student
who admitted he came to the library infrequently said "But when
ever I come here, it's crowded."
Critics may say that these conditions prevail only during freak
hours in the morning or before
and during examinations, but the
libraries must be able to provide
enough seats precisely when the
most students need them.
Building design also works
against the student, making the
available space less functional.
The disadvantages of the "ballroom" nature of the main reading
room have already been pointed
out. The main reading room and
catalogue are on the third floor,
while the books are in the first.
This necessitates many trips up
and down stairs and much wasted
time. This separation of people
and materials makes people less
willing to use those materials.
The heating plant in Bapst also
discourages use of the carrels
(small one-man study stations) in
the stacks. In a survey made five
years ago, Fr. Connolly found the
average temperature during one
week in the stacks to be 88 degrees. This observation was verified by Selgrade who mentioned
that the stacks were "much too
hot in the winter and cold in the
fall and spring."
The staff also suffers from the
lack of space in the present system. As was mentioned above, the
building was designed with only
a four-man staff in mind (a director, assistant director, checkin desk, and cataloguer in the
basement). Thirty people now
work in Bapst. As Fr. Connolly
said, their workrooms are as
jammed as the Treasurers Office,
and on occasion, collections have
been processed; just to get them
out of the way, so there would be
more space.
The lack of space demands that
all areas be utilized, hence some
sections are spread throughout
the building. Some microflimed
documents are in the reserve
room on the third floor, while the
bulk are in the "cage" in the
stacks. Because there is no other
place for them, the microfilm
readers are in the reserve room,
separatefrom the cage. The working desk of the librarian for the
periodical room is out in the main
reading room. :
Fulton's Business Library also
has problems due to building design. The chief librarian there
commented "oiir present physical
layout does not give up proper
control of a modern business library, though it may have been
adequate for a business school of
1947."
More specifically, he mentioned
the impossibility of a central
checkout desk and of suitable control of all entrances and exits. So
far there has been little problem
in finding shelf space for books,
though the science library has
been storing books for some years,
and some collections of Bapst are
stored off campus. Now the chief
librarian of the Fulton Business
Library has found that the library
needs 200 empty shelves to house

Photo by Tom Mignone

Main Reading Room at Bapst

this year's incoming books, while the space will be converted into
only 40 empty shelves are availmore workrooms, more stacks,
able. This means weeding and and more study space.
bargaining for more space with
The Science Library will be exadministrators of the business panded by forty per cent by the
school and storing many bound renovation of Devlin, although
volumes of periodicals. One wonFulton will remain with crowded
ders how long such stop-gap measreading rooms and a lack of shelf
ures can continue.
space.
One of the worst faults of the
The librariesof Nursing in Cushpresent library plant is that it ing and the School of Social Work
prevents the library from offering in McQuinn have adequate staff
services to the university that and shelf space and also enough
other libraries provide their study room. However, these lischools.
braries both have rules which re?there is no room availablefor strict their use by those outside
the preservation and treatment of the particular school of the lirare, old bound books.
brary. If conditions in these li?there is no adequate periodbraries become bad these rules
ical room due to this lack of will be enforced.
space. The periodical room, in Fr.
The present remedial measures
Connolly's plans, would be at are only a stop-gap in the face of
the inexorablefive percent annual
least nine times bigger.
?there is no room for an adeincrease in the number of books.
Fr. Connolly estimates that in four
quate reference room. Fr. Connolly mentioned that only a third years, despite the conversion of
of the books are on reserve that the auditorium, the situation will
should be on reserve if he had the be just as bad as now, staff and
student space being taken over by
room.
?there are no special places for the stacks. In the end, only a new
faculty to study or to hold sembuilding will provide the needed
inars, or for small reading rooms. space for staff, students and
?there is no room for a record books, as well as the other servcollection or a film collection, or ices which the library should be
for a set of "listening posts" providing.
where university members can
The decision to build this new
listen to recorded music through library also has to be made fairly
soon. Fr. Connolly estimates it
earphones.
?there is no room for more would take three years from the
initial decision until the new limicrofilmreaders.
The statistics and comments brary can open. If the decision is
made above make the situation not made within a year, it would
seem a littleblacker than it really seem that about three or four
will be for the next few months. years after, the library system
In January, the seats of Bapst would be hard put to function as
Auditorium will be torn out and it should.

Photo by Tom Mignone
for storing old
cage;
presently
of
available
place
The inside the
best
books.
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Vietnam sends students to street
CPS A recent survey of more
than 800 deans at the nation colleges shows that Vietnam was the
major cause of. organized protests by college students during
the 1967-68 academic year.
In a survey in 1965, a similar
group of deans reported that civil
rights was the most frequent
cause for student activism. At that
time, the deans noted, campus
food ranked second, and Vietnam
third.
In the 1968 study, dormitory
rules, civil rights, and student
participation in college government were, in that order, the next
most frequently protested issues
on the nation's campuses.
The report, made by the Educational Testing Serive, also notes
that organized groups demonstrating against most issues rarely
?

made up more than ten per cent
of a college student body (according to deans' estimates).
The ETS survey also reports
that:
?issues relating to the curriculum, quality of instruction, class
size, or faculty involvement seldom sparked student protests.
?there was substantial variation by size and type of school in
the nature and extent of student
protests. The large universities in
the survey reported more stu-
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they're
Hortense
playing our song!
Yes, Edgar, it brings
back those wonderful
days when we first met
in the lobby of the
Hotel McAlpin...seven
years ago.
Seven wonderful years
and every college
vacation since then
we'vebeen coming back
to New York and the
Hotel McAlpin. For
Thanksgiving, Christ-

She:

..

He:

mas, Mid-years, Spring

vacations...
And the Hotel McAlpin
has such convenience
to theatres, museums,
libraries, Lincoln Center, Fifth Avenue shoDS,
and with such swinging
restaurants right in the
Hotel and dancing
nightly and such low
no wonder we
prices
students always make
out best at the Hotel

She:

LONDON WAX MUSEUM

179 Tremont St near Boylston St. Station

125 f'S ures in 38 scenes\u25a0You'll marvel
these famous life-size
at
life-like figures from legend and life.

Friday, November 22

8:00 P.M.
The night before the U.M.
B.C. game
Student Union Ballroom, U. of Mass., Amherst
Tickets: $1.25 in advance $1.50 at door
Tickets may be obtained by writing to the Ticket Office of the University of Massachusetts, student Union,
Amherst.
?
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Undergrad with car to contact all colloge organiza-
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CHAMBER OF HORRORS OPTIONAL
Holidays
Sun
Phone
°*"y
to 9:30 p.m.l Ito 9:30 p.m. |542-6882 ?
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BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS

* Boston's history comes alive everyday at ...

»
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dent involvement in almost all issues. Protest over Vietnam occurred at twice as many independent universities as at public
colleges and sectarian and careeroriented schools. Draft protests
took place at half of the independent universities in the survey but at no more than 20 per
cent of the Catholic, teacher-training, and technical institutions.
?Civil Rights activism among
white college students has declined significantly.

The Student Union Dance Committee
of the
University of Massachusetts
presents

*
*

tion and show free films on sports
?

?

?

etc. Projector and screen supplied
EARN $2.00 to $4.00 per hour

?

travel
?

?

NO SELLING

CONTACT GUS

BELL 914-245-5921 Collect.

What
the interviewer
worifc tell you
about
General Electric.
t

...

McAlpin.

He:

You were always such a
romantic, darling.

~STUDENT~R~ATEST«~
Single

Twin
Triple

Quad

. .

$11.00 per person

7.50 per person
6.00 per person
5.25 per person

Faculty rates are low too:
.$l5
Single
.$ll ? Twin

For immediate confirmation of
student rates, see your travel
agent or call our free toll telephone numbers: New York
State: 800-522-7182. Eastern
Central Southern States:
800-221-7218. Other states
call collect: 212-736-5700.
TWX: 710-581-5550.

?Student rates do not apply March
15, 16 or 17, 1969.

McAlpin
*
Holel

I New York
10001
34th Street
Area Code 212 PE 6-7500
Broadway and

I

careers

He won't tell you about all the job opportunities
we have for college graduates.
Not that he wouldn't like to.
It's just that there are too many jobs and too
little time.
In a half-hour interview our man couldn't begin
to outline the scope and diversity of the opportunities we offer. Opportunities for engineering, science, business and liberal arts majors.
That's why we published a brochure called
"Career Opportunities at General Electric."
It tells you about our markets, our products, our

business philosophy and our benefit programs,
And, in plain language, it tells you exactly how
and where a person with your qualifications can
start a career with General Electric. It even gives
you the first step in starting a career with us a
Personal Information Form for you to fill out.
If you like what the brochure tells you about us,
why not tell us about you? Our interviewer will be
on campussoon.
PEI|C D A I
CI CfTD I T
U E N E If A L Wj@) ELCUI If I If
?

p^- ty employer

An eqpjd op
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Development program given
goal: to raise $28.5 million
Approximately four and half million dollars has been pledged so far in the second phase
of the Boston College development drive according to Thomas J. Cudmore, Vice-President for Development and Public Relations.
staff with about 100 years comThe drive began in the spring of donors in the advantages of conendowment.
This
tributing
to
the
bined experience in the field of
goal
of
1967 and has an eventual

$28.5 million. This amount is expected to come from the following
sources: Almuni, $7 million; Parents, $560,000; Corporations, $7
million; Foundations, $5 million;
and Individual gifts, $9 million.
Cudmore hopes that the drive will

be completed by 1972.
Cudmore said that "the transition from one president to another
has been a difficult one as far
as the development drive is concered. Just as we were getting
momentum, Fr. Walsh announced
his resignation. The result was
that many individuals and groups
on the verge of making pledges
decided to wait and see how the
new president, Fr. Joyce, would

is 'being done mainly through an
organization called the Estate
Planning Council which holds
seminars for potential donors in
the areas of inheritance taxation and estates.
Cudmore said that he could foresee "encouraging signs for the
future" both in development and
public relations: "First, we are

"shape up."

Cudmore predicted that the
drive would start to pick up now
that this situation has stabilized
and Fr. Joyce is beginning to get
acquainted with the donors. He
added that: "the new Board of Directors will provide top lay leadership in the non-alumni areas of
solicitation. "Since these men
have become members of the
Board of Directors, their whole
attitude and involvement has
changed. They are willing to go
out among their own contacts in
the business world and solicit
gifts; plus they themselves are
making major 'sacrificial' gifts to
the development drive."
Asked about BC's rather low endowment ($8 million book value;
$11-l2 million market value),
Cudmore said that his office is
concerned about this and is presently trying to educate potential

Gordan and God
pledge Mass. Utopia
Jacob J. Gordon, World War II
veteran. Purple Heart, Bronze
Star and Silver Star winner, has
declared his candidacy for the
Massachusetts governorship in
1970.
Gordon, who will run on the
"American Independent Party"
ticket (of George Wallace fame),
makes the following "solemn
pledges to the people of Massachusetts :
"I will eliminate graft and corruption in Massachusetts. I will
indict, convict, and imprison
every corrupt congressman, legislator, police official, judge, town
city, county, and state official in
Massachusetts.
"I will cut taxes in half by
eliminate the entire cost of welfare. "Old age recipients will receive minimum $300 monthly pensions without any cost to the
Massachusetts taxpayer.
"I will exclude Massachusetts
citizens from the Viet Nam War.
"I will eliminate organized
crime in 30 days in Massachusetts."
"Eliminate the legal and political prostitute, and the system will
function as GOD intended. Positive leadership free from the corrupt influence of the Democratic
and Republician parties can eliminate crime, deprivation and poverty from Mass., provide unlimited economic opportunities under
our free enterprise system, and
raise Massachusetts once again
to the heights of greatness."

Photo by Dave Flanagan
Mr. Thomas Cudmore
beginning to have real inner communications in the university
through such organizations as the

Academic Senate and the Student
Congress.
"Second, the organization of the

new Board of Directors should be
the key to success in obtaining
the $28.5 million goal. Third, the
organization of the President's
Council in which top business and
professional people from around
the country are being recruited
to help Boston College in many
different areas.
"Fourth, the hiring of the Matheison public relations firm from
New York. We're projecting BC
from the communications capital
of the world through all the media
throughout the U.S. Fifth, the
creation of a new development

SAT...
(Continued from Page 1)
tionary" changes in board activities rather than "revolutionary"
approaches to testing.

Neither he nor the commission's vice-chairman, B. Alden
Thresher, were able to say in a
"progress report," however, that
the commission had resolved its
differences over such basic questions as whether the board should
continue the testing program
more or less as it stands.
Mr. Thresher said that there
was a "wide diversity" of opinion
on the commission, ranging from
"bland contentment at one end
to fulminating discontent at the
other."
An indication of how a radical
approach might be resisted came
from another commission member, John B. Carroll, who commented in an interview that
"We're probably going to keep
quite a lot of the current procedures."
Mr. Tiedman urged recognition
of the view that "the linking of
aptitude test scores with collegiate grading has made aptitude
tests a feedback mechanism instead of a feed-forward mechanism." The tests show what has
existed but no{ what could exist,
he said.

raising money."

Aside from these, Cudmore
said, "The attitude of many leaders of the community is that BC
is the university which can make
the best contribution to solving
the urban problems of the Greater Boston area."
In the area! of Public relations,
Cudmore said: "The Matheison
company is doing a very effective job. Last year, people from
Boston College, such as Fr. Bezuska of the math department and
Fr. F. Drinan of the Law School
received six or seven spots on
national TV shows such as the
Mike Douglas Show, the Merv
Griffin Show, Girl Talk, and the
Today Show. In addition, in the
summer, traveling members of
the faculty received 51 spots on
localradio and TV shows throughout the nation."
Cudmore said that he is also
trying to reorganize the public
relations staff here at school: "We
want to hire people who have
good years of experience in reporting and writing. We would like
a TV expert plus a specialist in
putting together brochures and
catalogs. When we get the kind
of staff we need, then we will be
able to generate an extremely
positive public relations program."

Photo by Dave Flanagan
Prof. Herbert Storing

Separatism, new integration
are elements of black power
By

Charles

Barry

Assodate Editor

Dr. Herbert J. Storing, professor of political science at
the University of Chicago, declared last week that the black
man "must rediscover his potential to contribute to the establishment of the values of the American regime while pursuing his own."
Lecturing at McGuinn Hall last
week, Dr. Storing outlined the directions and the end Black Power
may adopt. He commented on
Black Power as power, as separatism, and as a "new integration."
The implication of advocating
Black Power as power. Dr. Stor-

ing said, is to say that power is
not a means of attaining a desired end, tout that it is both a beginning and an end, thus being its*

own justification.

Presentating his second point,
Storing quoted from a
speech by Malcolm X, "there is a
fundamental incompatibility be-

Prof.

tween the political and social values of the American system," and
those of the black man.
These incompatibilities may
take three forms. One argument
that Dr. Storing advanced was
that white society is corrupt, sterBy Marty Funke
ile, and dominated by middle class
News Editor
values.
A second argument said that
not
University
ing
The
is
in the
explained. The contingency
society is all right and is
white
fund in any case, he added,
deep red, nor is there any danger
enough, but that it is white
sound
larger."
of this happening, according to "should have been
society
and is therefore antiHowever, the added expenses
Negro.
Rev. Thomas Fleming, Univerand the possibility of going over
The third major incompatibility
sity Treasurer.
the budget are not a major conwas
arrived at, not from the views
cern. If the various units of the
The University's budget, alof the whites, but from those of
though specific figures have not university stay within their apthe Blacks. This argument mainbeen released, is approximately proved budgets, "I have no contains that manhood must be ar$24 million for the fiscal year sternation about this year
rived
at by the black by Negro
July 1, 1968 to June 30, 1969. In
Costs rise every year."
Nationhood.
addition, there is a contingency
Fr. Fleming declared that the
The implications of these incomfund of roughly $300,000.
University has not had to take
patibilities are policies of separaThe budget, including the conout loans to meet operating extion, internal separation T.basictingency fund will be exhausted penses. "It is an unsound policy
ally, separating but living within
by the end of the fiscal year. "We
to borrow money for this. The
the enemy), and revolution, readded a new staff that we hadn't school would toe digging its own spectively.
covered in the budget," Fr. Flem- hole."
Finally, Dr. Storing presented
The tuition raise scheduled for the concept of Black Power from,
next year, amounting to between the point of view of a "new intwo and two-and-a-half million tegration." In developing this
dollars, is not due to financial point, Prof. Storing explained
crisis within the university but is, why the view of Booker T. Washaccording to Fr. Fleming, necesington concerning the value of the
sary due to the yearly rise of
Negro in the American policy has
operating costs. "Tuition will concome back into vogue among
tinue to rise," he said," and it Black militants.
will never cover the costs of runWashington felt the implications
ning the university."
of the "paradoxical school of
Tuition covers approximately slavery" which taught the enslav60 per cent of the expenses, the ed Negro the values of freedom,
other 40 per cent coming from independence, and self respect
gifts from corporations, governThe Black Power of a "new
ment grants, and the alumni. In integration" would dictate that
order to help stabilize the tuition the Black would not be crushed
situation, Fr. Fleming said, "We into the white society, but would
will have to get more public return the society to the principles
support."
it was founded upon; which beproblems
cause of the Black's exclusion
"BC faces the same
Photo by George Rezk on the financial level that all prifrom those principles, he is best
Fr. Thomas Fleming
vate universities are faced with." able to understand.

Fr. Fleming maintains
semblance of balance
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democracy vs. oligarchy
The student body is in danger of losing

a part of its UAS victory. That victory
granted students potentially effective rep-

elected representatives from each of the

the student Senators are chosen. In so far

undergraduate schools. I would ask that

as the method of selection permits incom-

three other representatives be elected at

petent senators, thus far students being

large from all five undergraduate colleges.

cheated.

Such a procedure would encourage a subresentatives to look beyond the problems

Paraphrasing and expanding its constitu-

of their particular school. In the campaign

tion, the Senate is (should be) the instru-

they would have to recognize the problems

buildings to curriculum reform.) Hence,
the competent senator should be an instrument who expresses the opinions of his

constituency while simultaneouslypresenting his own.
Two factors are important. His views
should essentially coincide with his contituency, and he should have the energy and
talent to forcefully present them. Direct
election is the best method for insuring
that a future senator have these qualities.
Campaigning BC style, according to

Mike Ryan, Student Body President, despite signs and flyers is still largely a matter of personal contact. Hence a campaign

common to all schools, and to propose ideas
for solving them. Their candidacy would
tend to unite students behind these com-

mon problems or at least show students of
the different colleges that there were com-

mon problems. Obviously, a person who

sonableness, commitment, talent, and contact with different kinds of students than
those who ran within their college.
Student Government should assist the
elected senators by supplying them with
the means necessary to maintain close con-

tact with students, i.e., staff, stationary,
and an

office perhaps. The Government

should be kept in contact with the UAS by
making the President an ex officio mem-

times aday, to all different kinds of groups

ciples of direct elecSon. All students would

of students. Students have much more in-

know that in electing the President they

formation on his feelings than a committee

would also be electing another senator).
Finally, direct election is necessary for

would increase the likelihood that the stu-

another more philosophical reason. Since

dent's final choice be an accurate reflec-

the senate is the instrument of community

tion of majority feeling.

decision making, the separate community

The campaign alsd reveals how much of

must have as direct control over their rep-

the secondfactor a candidate has. He must

resentatives as possible, and the most dir-

be enough fo an organizer to coordinate

ect control is by general election. Other-

a fairly extensive campagin, personable

wise if the senators are appointed, the ap-

enough to communicate with all sorts of

pointing committee has more direct con-

students and energetic enough to work con-

trol than the communit ydoes and the sen-

tinuously for nearly three straight weeks.

ate becomes the instrument of committee decision making. This is the danger

tages. The work involved guarantees a

that student government is risking if they

strong commitment to the position, while

decide to appoint a significant number of

the constant contact with students gives

the nine undergraduate senators.

the potential senator important feedback

protest or participation
Dear Sir:

ber (notice this noes not violate the prin-

The campaign also has two extra advan-

Letters...Letters

ran at large would need more energy, per-

must reveal his thinking and ideas many

would after a ten minute interview. This

J

stantial number of the undergraduaterep-

is determined by the nature of the UAS.

(this ranges from priorities of academic

Cemew.

At present it seems likely that five of

potential is realized or not depends on how

makes its decisions on academic affairs

[fine pikts

ideas and to stimulate new ones.

the nine undergraduate senators will be

ment by which the university community

fawnc, fy Pr/o/?,r>

with which to correct his already existing

resentation on the Senate. Whether this

What constitutes a competent senator

sms -The rteu>

T.G.

J.C.F.'s assertion that the majority of BC students lack "political awareness" suffers from a
failure to understand the nature
of political involvement and overgeneralization.Regarding the nature of political involvement, consider the recent UAS controversy.
J.C.F. feels that an enlightened
and aroused faculty was the key
to the creation of twelve new seats
on the UAS. No one will dispute
the fact that the faculty was indeed aroused the question to be
considered is how they were
brought to this point. Without the
prodding of an aware student
body, disturbed by the anachronistic constitution of the UAS, the
issue would never have reached a
?

"crisis."

Perhaps J.C.F. would maintain
that thns prodding of the student
body was not indicative of "poliyet short of
tical awareness"
anarchy, only two avenues to
"political awareness" present
themselves to the student. One is
the legitimate expression of protest as typified by the UAS dispute. The other involves participation in the mechanisms of student government.
J.C.F.'s failure to analyze the
forms of student government as a
vehicle for expression of "political awareness" makes him guilty
of overgeneralization. Recall, for
example, that it was the Academic Research Committee of the
A&S Senate which pioneered the
drive to obtain two student seats
on the Educational Policy Committee last year.
Active participation in the forms
of student government, then, can
be an effective instrument for
realizing "political awareness."
Perhaps the only group of people
who could be faulted in this regard (i.e., participationin student
?

government) are the members of

the class of 72. Yet the CBA camare in full swing and the
preliminary A&S Senate elections
for the class of 1972 will be held
today (Nov. 19). I feel confident
of my classmates ability to prove
J.C.F. wrong on yet another

paigns

count.

Sincerely,

Richard Keeley (A&S 72)

Kenmore
Dear Mr. Viriing,
I read your article "Kenmore
Square" of Tuesday November 5,'
1968 and was appalled at the loose
and quite unjustified accusations
made towards the girls attending
Garland Junior College.
Yourreferences towardsbleached blonde hair, unused books, and
man-chasing attitudes proved to
us that your article was not written after adequate research and
makes it quite obvious that you
don'tknow what the average Garland girl is like.
You are welcome to attend buffet at Garland any Sunday II you
wish to see our typical student.
I think you may find her doing
anything but following her "surfin' safari." (Incidentally, 80% of
the girls transfer to four year
schools after graduation.)
Thank you for your time, and
whether you make one or notI accept your apology.
Sincerey yours,
Rosemary Feeney

The Heights

welcomes
your
opinions
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Twelfth century's Play of Daniel
revived by Pro Musica troupe

When the New York Pro Musica brings its production of"The Play of Daniel" to St.
Ignatius Church on December sth, the publi c will behold an 800 year old drama which only
in the past eight seasons, after centuries of oblivion, has become the musical talk of the
whole country.
Brought to life in 1958 by the Wells Cathedral), Westminster was a joyous colorful event, full
and glistening
late Noah Greenberg with the first Abbey, Spoleto, St. Germain dcs of gorgeous display
findings

performance since medieval times

"The Play of Daniel" won immediate acclaim as a "big 12th-century hit" in the words of The New
York Times. It has been performed every Christmas since to
capacity audiences.
The play, originally created by
the students of Beauvais, France
in the days of the troubadours,has
been credited by many critics and
musical scholars with being a major influence in the recent revival
of early music.
In 1960, under the auspices of
the State Department, "Daniel"
was presented in many important
European cities and Festivals, including the Bath Festival (at

Pres in Paris, The Florence "Maggie Musicale"?all to unanimous
acclaim.
"The Play of Daniel," a musical
drama which might well be
thought of as a medieval opera,
represents a fusion of distinguished creative talents. Sung in
Latin, recounting the Biblical
story, with verse narration in
English by W. H. Auden, "Daniel's" musical score was recreated
by Noah Greenberg from a manuscript in the British Museum with
the editorial asistance of Rt. Rev.
Rembert Weakland.
The results of these researches
convinced Mr. Greenberg that
above all the medieval theater

sounds. These
guided his
hand in preparing a performing
edition. The Pro Musica's performances have been full of blast,
roar and twinkle, faithful to the
festive spirit that inspired the
play. The sounds come from a
wide and fascinating variety of
ancient instruments, including
long trumpets, a small bell carillon, minstrel's harp and a set of
miniature bagpipes.
The "Play of Daniel" has been
hailed as a modernmiracle whereever it has been presented. With
the current interest of musiclovers in early music running at
fever pitch, the coming performance of "Daniel" is eagerly
awaited.

Committee holds open meeting
By Michael Berkey

News Staff

While the faculty vote today on the resolution to add 12 students to the UAS, the Undergraduate Government, anticipating a victory, is determining how the nine undergrad
Senators will be chosen.
process or the ballot box bonanza.
In a meeting of the graduate
An open meeting was held reand undergraduate governments garding this last Wednesday night
Someone raised the point that a
held last Wednesday night in Brett
Conference Room, it was decided
that there would be nine undergradsand five grads chosen. The
undergrad government immediately formed a "Special Selection
Committee" to make recommendations on the how: by lot, election, appointment, or some similar
method.

inhibited
To the Editor:
IN RE: Article on Kenmore
Square, Heights, Nov. 5, 1968.
Lucifer in Kenmore Square is
frequented by more than "inhibited secretaries." If you find that
girls strike you as inhibited,
you've got a problem
I'm surprised that girls don't warm up to
someone as "worldly" and "perceptive" as you, and secretaries
constitute only a fraction of the
people that frequent Lucifer,
among them are students, nurses,
teachers, etc.
Have these girls never been to
Junior College because they're
poor, or poor because they've
never been to Junior College; are
they secretaries because they've
never been to Junior College?
And since when do you have your
morals set straight in Junior College, or any college? Some people
are devoid of anything other than
what they learn in college, could
certain people that write columns
be among them? If people find
these frequenters of certain clubs
dispicable, how do they know
their game is "Anything But,"
how do they know they don'tknow
why. So don't blame it on Kenmore Square, Chelsea, secretaries, or crooked morals, some guys
don't make it anywhere.
I could say that I have a better
vantage point than you because I
work at the Kenmore Club, but
some people have the wrong van-

in Brett Conference Room.
The attendance at this meeting
was at best sparse, but several
suggestions were brought before
the committee, chaired by Bill
Brody.
Basically, the hour-and-a-half
meeting centered around a dis-

cussion of which method wouldbe
most representative, and beneficial to students: the appointment

an

bona-fide School of Philosophy is
alive and functioning with 90 students. Although two of its faculty
are on the UAS, the students in
the school will probably have to
be lumped in the School of Arts
and Sciences for the election, if
there is an election.
The committee will now hold
closed sessions in order to speculate, evaluate, analyze, and decide.

everyday radical

To the Editor:
I, as a student of Boston College, would like to commend Mr.
Julius Lester on his insight in the
Nov. 12 issue of the Heights, "Student radicals must face concrete
social problems," which was good
eonugh to strike me on a rainy
Tuesday afternoon:
"The student radical has to become an everyday radical before
he can be totally trusted. He must
know the concrete problems which
face the everyday person
"Otherwise his radicalism will
remain theoretically correct and
pragmatically irrelevant, except
as a gadfly forcing the systems to
make minimal reforms."
To me, this brings up the question of whether revolutionaries
(student or other) are attempting
to bring about a change in one's
acepting of rosponsible human life
or to bring about small changes
which only border on his or her
life (for example, something like
whether he is to buy a subway
token from a token machine or
from a man at the booth before
putting it in the slot).
I believe in change (for example, relevant change of policies
at Boston College where necessary) since the time of College is
meant, ultimately, to provide the
opportunity for a person to betage point at any angle.
come a contributor to society, to
A Secretary who has been to his local community. The student
should responsibly, in cooperation
college.
Ellen B. Boudreau
with authority and with some
Evening College
stumbling, learn to be a contributor, as an "everyday person" in
P.S. I dare you to print this.
?

...

The New York Pro Musica brings one of the most Important finds In
early music to the church of St Ignatius December 5.

Positive negative steps
will rid campus of ROTC
By Michael Berkey

News Staff

At a discussion session Wednesday, Boston College's
Student Coordinating Committee decided that they must
"rid the campus of ROTC." But they still don't know how to
doit.
The affair was held last week first in McEhroy 114, then
in Murray Conference Room; first at 4:30, then at 5:00.
tivity. Perhaps the UAS will be
After the usual opening affirmations of conduct ("we want to called upon to help?or else.
raise hell," "you can't cement the

door to Dean McMahon's office,"
"disrupt all the ROTC classes")
At the end of College, then, I
think I should be able to reflect the group settled to decide on poson the four years, being aware of itive negative steps it can take to
my efforts to become a contribucorrect "a bad situation."
tor amid the hangups, and then
Mike Perko, a Jesuit scholastic
become involved in the "everyfrom Xavier U., spoke briefly on
day" life of a contributor in "the
the strides made there to abolish
nation's East Villages." '
mandatory ROTC through the use
Student radicalism becomes of opinion polls and other nonnecessary at Boston College when violent dissent. Although the questhe struggle to develop my potention is still up in the air, at least
tial is worsened by some policy-or it has been raised.
custom. Let revolution hit the imCommentary ranged from the
portant things and not harp on
("a group that teaches how
moral
minimal changes which do not afto kill has no place in an academic
development
ford the
of one's atmosphere")
to the practical
"thing."
("ROTC produces the worst offiSincerely,
cers"). After a small ideological
Anthony Kennedy, S.J.
skirmish with representatives of
the Young Americans for Freedom (YAF), SCC, under its head
Jim Cronin, tried to decide what
On Tuesday, Nov. 19, at 8 P.M.,
to
do about this infringement of
John Gerassi, the visiting scholar
rooms
and rights by the Army.
BU,
will deliver a lecture in
at
Members were appointed to seek
Haydn Hall on the deteriorating
advice
from dissident groups at
Latin American situation.
BU and Northeastern. Additional
Mr. Gerassi was Latin American editorfor Time for four years. research will be conducted into
contracts signed and agreements
He worked as an editor and correspondent for Newsweek for made between various concerns:
three years. He has also been a the school, students, and the US
frequent contributor to the New Army. They hopefully, in about
two weeks, to have sound reasonYork Times.
Mr. Gerassi is the author of ing to back up their goals.
several books including Great
While total abolition of ROTC
Fear in Latin America, which at BC by the SCC seems too idealmaintains that the Latin American istic, the group will try to remove
countries grow poorer and poorer the academic (and reportedly useeach year, not in spite of, but less) credit given by ROTC
because of, the United States' incourses and relegate it to the
tervention in these countries.
status of an extra-curricular ac"everyday" circumstances.

Latin America

Cinema...

14 Flicks:
On Monday, Nov. 25, the 14
Flicks will present one of the best
and most representative of the
works of Luis Bunuel, Viridiana.
After exile in Mexico, the Franco
government asked Bunuel to return to Spain to make a film. Viridiana was the result, and the film
was so pessimistic that Bunuel

was

promptly

re-exiled.

The story of a nun who leaves
the Order is told with stark realism. The scene of the beggar's
feast is harrowing and a classic of
the Bunuel repertiore. The film
will be shown at 3 P.M. in Campion 1 and at 7:30 P.M. in Campion 8. Admission is 50c.
Underground:

The series of undergroundfilms
under joint sponsorship of the
English Department, the Sodality,
and Middle Earth is given under
the Middle Earth listing in the
Briefs column. Return to Reason
and Emak Bakla are representative Dadaist films of Man Ray.
Spherical Space, Summit, and
Computer Art are by Stan Van
Der Beck. Andy Meyer's Matchgirl was made in imitation of Warhol.
Slavic:
The Russian East European
center will present the award winning Bulgarian film Stars in
Higgins 307 at 7:30 PM. Admis
sion is free. The story of the love
between a Nazi sergeant and a
Jewish girl won a Grand Prize
in the 1958 Venice Film FestivaL
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We happen to he involved in one of
the fastest growing fields in the world.
Communications.
And because wo also happen to be
growingright along with it, we need people
who can think for themselves when they
are handed responsibility, not become confused by it.
Individuals. The kind of people to
whom a challenge is a goad, not an excuse.
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Who won't be content to just sit around
until they get a gold watch and a pension.
There's a lot to be done. Interesting,
provocative work for almost every kind of
engineer and scientist.
For example, in our Applied Research
Laboratory, the newest sectors of theoretieal and applied research in the areas of
mathematics, physics, computer systems,
electro-optics, information systems, and

Electric Products Lenkurt Electric Automatic Electric Co.
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operations studies are explored,
Whether you lean toward designing
electronic switching systems for our telephone companies or the development of

electroluminescent devices for Sylvania,
we think we have a place for you.
On one condition,
Thatthere are no strings attached.
\u25a0
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GT&E Laboratories
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GT&E International
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Place You!
Interv.
Nov. 19: SYLVANIA
for basic & applied research; design & develpm; prod; & mgm't;
dcv. programs in finance; industr.
relations & materials mgm't. 9
A.M. to 5 P.M.
Pos. in
UNITED FRUIT CO.
acc't; engineering; data systems
& mgm't. science; fin; bus. mgm't
All bus. majors. Foreign employm
in Cent. America. 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
CORNELL GRAD. SCHOOL OF
openings in class of
BUSINESS
'69, '70 or later. Will see all majors. 9 to 5.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO
openings in Sales. Pref. majors in
econ; gen. bus; marketing &
psych. 9-5 P.M.
?

?

?

?

CITIES SERVICE OIL (CITGO)
Interv. for exploration; marketing; natural gas liquids; fin;
controller; audit; data processing; tax & real estate. Majors in
fin; gen. bus; geology & marketing. 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
GEORGETOWN UNHT. LAW
Group meetings 1:30,
SCHOOL
2:30 & 3:30.
Nov. 20: BOSTON GAS CO.
for mgm't trainee pos. all majors.
9 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
for applicants inter, in Scouting
as a career. All majors. 9 A.M.
to 5 P.M.
BOSTON UNrV. GRAD. BUS.
will not be on campus this year,

?

?

?

?

contact Dean Carleton, 353-2673
for app't at his office.
N. E. LIFE INSURANCE CO.?
Pos. in actuary; computer progr;
field auditor; mortgage analyst;
pension analyst; research ass't;
systems analyst & underwriting.
All majors 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
GEO WASHINGTON LAW
Group meetings 2, 3,
SCHOOL
4 P.M.
Nov. 21: ARMY & AIR FORCE
EXCH. for mgm't trainees, all
majors, 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
UNIV. OF CHICAGO GRAD.
offering M.B.A.
BUSINESS
prgm. for all interested majors.
9 to 11:30 A.M.
VARITYPER CORPORATION?
?

?

data processing; bus. analysis &
planning; auditing consumer financing; comm. & industi" finance;
serv. center w/G.E. credit corp.

for salesmen. All majors 1 P.M.
to 5 P.M.
Nov. 22: OSCAR MAYER CO.
has changed their schedule, they
will be coming to Alumni Hall on
Dec. 10.
ALBANY LAW SCHOOL Gen.
law prgm. 9 A.M. to 12 noon.
DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT
Auditing positions.
AGENCY
Accounting majors only, 9 A.M.
to 4:30 P.M.
UNIV. OF NOTRE DAME
GRAD. SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
2:30 to 5 P.M.
UNIV. OF CONN. LAW SCHOOL
Group meetings at 9:30 & 11
A.M. Coffee hour 10:30 A.M.
Nov. 25: GENERAL ELEC.
Employm. areas:
COMPANY
research; developm; & design enginering; manuf; factury mgm't;
materials mgm't; quality control;
tech. marketing; general; tax personnel acc't; inform, systems &

All majors. 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Nov. 26: GENERAL ELEC.

?

COMPANY
U.S. DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE
Positions in auditing &
investigating. Majors in accounting & law. Must pass Federal Service Entrance Exam. 9:30 A.M.
to 4:30 P.M.
Note: All interviews will be held
in Alumni Hall unless otherwise

?

?

?

stated.

?

The Placement Bureau has 104
part-time jobs now available for
all students in all schools. There
are calls for all types of work and
at very good salaries. If interested
visit the Placement Bureau in
Alumni Hall Monday thru Friday
between 9 am. & 5 pm.

?
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KEITH JARRETT
RESTORATION RUIN
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Vortex 2008

Playterinvents the first-day tampon?
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
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Send for FREE catalog
Atlantic Records 1841 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10023
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Outside: it's softer and silky (notcardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent... it even protects on
yourfirst day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
Why live in thepast?
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Fold along the dotted lines
and find out what's the
one beer to have when you're
having more than one.
(Hint: It's the best-selling beer in the East.)

Schaefer Breweries, New York and Albany, N. V., Baltimore, Md.
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Injured Andrachik is down, not out;
now coaches Eagles' freshmen eleven
By Paul Schill
Sports Staff

Gary Andrachik is an outstanding football player, and captain of Boston College's varsity football team
but he doesn't play football any more.
?

Gary suffered an unfortunate
neck injury in last fall's Cincinnati game, an injury which recurred in spring practice to put
him out of action for the entire
'68 season. Well, not exactly out
of action
he has a new and
demanding assignment as assistant coach of the freshman Eaglets.
Last year, despite missing the
team's final few games with his
injury, Andrachik was second in
total defensive points with 71, on
57 tackles and 14 assists. He also
Gary Andrachik
picked off two interceptions and
where he played with BC's Jim
made a fumble recovery.
high
From his
school career at Grace and Yale's Brian Dowling,
St. Ignatius High in Cleveland, Gary came to BC with strong foot-

ball credentials. A two-way fresh
performer at guard and linebacker, he broke the starting lineup as
a spohomore in the first game of
the '68 season, teamed with captain Ed Lipson at linebacker.
From that opener to his junior
year injury, Gary was the most
consistent o? the Eagles' defenders. In last fall's Army game, for
instance, he came from the other
side of the field to halt streaking
Cadet fullback Chuck Jarvis
and prevented a long gainerfrom
becoming an Army score.
Certainly not a "Dumb Jock",
Gary has been on the Deans List
every semester, as a Sociology
major in the College of Arts and

?

...

BC's best rasher and
FASTER THAN A SPEEDING BENNETT
top scorer, Dave Bennett, eluded Army captain and linebacker Ken
Johnson in this outside run. Bob Bemben photo.

1969 GRADUATES:
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Sciences.

Gary greatly enjoys coaching,

which he considers a very good

Get your own Photo potter. Send any Black and White or I
Color Photo. Also any newspaper or magazine photo.
PERFECT POP ART
A $25.00 Value for
Potter rolled and mailed in sturdy
Bat
(S g\ f>A I
f\ rf*»
tube. Original returned undamaged.
1»# I I <t> \
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for EACH item ordered. Add Local
Sales Tex. No CO.D. Send check
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experience. He appreciates the op
portunity the coaches gave him to
do something for the team. While
he feels that there is a great deal
of talent on this year's frosh
squad, he comments that the team
could do much better, if they had
more time to practice together.
The Eaglets have, however, developed quite well, and we can

invited

expect

for the new BC football staff. The
coaches are young; they think
young, and thus they are able to
communicate with the players.

This is a copy
of a copy
of an invitation
to interview
a company
you may not know

Coach Yukica's assistants have instilled in the team pride and the
desire to do their best; they've
made contactwith the playersand
the players have responded as
can be seen by the Eagles' improved attitude and spirit
It has been tough to adjust to
the new system, but Andrachik
feels that the team has done well
and will do better. The coach is
utilizing his players' talent well.
After graduation, Gary would
like to go to Law School, in the
Boston area if possible. He plans
to take up criminal law, and to
work with juvenilecases. He may
go into social work.
The Eagles have certainly missed Andrachik this year, but in
the long run perhaps his work
with the frosh will help future
teams more.
?

Is New York Life planning
an office on the moon?

Why not!

well enough.

Making copies is only part of the story.

You can get the other part straight from the source. Talk to
our representative and ask him about R&D looking ahead to
major advances in education...in areas like color xerography

Go on and call us luna-tics. That's exactly what we'll be when we
open our office up there. Through the ages, plenty of men who
thought ahead were so called. However, New York Life has grown
with the country (we're in every state and Canada) and we may
well be on the moon one day.

and 3-D imaging. ..about refinements in combined xerography
and EDP systems to process and graphically reproduce any
theory or fact available... at any distance.
Ask anything imaginable and you'll discover you're probing
a company that's involved with every phase of the information
and education explosion.

We place great emphasis on individual initiative. Additional
schooling aimed at advanced degrees. Brainstorming. A
variety of short-term project groups. And benefits. In short,
your career, not simply a job for you to fill.
So while you're looking us over for career opportunities, we'll
be looking you over for career potential. Fair enough?
Why not make an appointment with your Placement Director.
A half hour of your time could be the start of a great future in
accounting, finance, statistics, purchasing, industrial relations
or marketing/sales.

XEROX

An Equal Opportunity Employer(m/f)

much from them in the

next few years.
Gary has nothing but praise

?

[Every Thursday
?flight is a

Beer
blast

We have also kept pace with the needs of today's college student.
For example, we have a feature for young men called the Policy
Purchase Option. It lets you begin a program of life insurance right
now
if you are physically qualified, as you probably are and
guarantees that you can keep buying life insurance at stated intervals all the way up to age forty, no matter what your health or
occupation. That's just one of its many unique features.
?

?

In this exciting world, insurance might seem pretty mundane to
college students. But it's not We're always trying to put something
new in orbit.

Cyr and Duggan Assoc

NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
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75 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.
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2-7 Redmen to face season

's

last headache: the Eagles

"I saw this season coming, but I thought I could make adjustments." Coach Vie Fusia
discusses the problems of a losing season at U Mass. "They say everyone is going to have a
year like this; the only thing you should do is grin and bear it and keep the team attitude
as high as possible under the circumstances."
For Fusia, and for the Redmen secondary boasts Steve Rogers 25-year old Army vet, may start if
Long's knee fails to repsond to
(four interceptions against Delaof UMass, this has been a Grinagainst
treatment.
ware),
Billy
Frye,
strong
to
Accustomed
year.
and-Bear-It
The offensive line has Dick Donfootball supremacy at the lofty outside runs, and utility man
(6-6, 260) as its most consisstar
lin
Parnell?special-team
Steve
height of Yankee Conference
tent blocker. Bob Sheehan (6-6,
Championship, the Redmen aren't on punt and kickoff returns.
At quarterback, Tim Adams has 250) at center, Bruce Fulton (5-11,
used to playing the role of alsodone
a fair job, despite no game 200), Mike Cooney (6,200) and Jim
ran.
(6-3,205) complete
The Redmen have taken their
lumps this fall, but have done it
without giving up?not even when
Holy Cross, a team suffering in
its own right, vanquished the
Amherst squad 47-20 this month.
Several major factors have contributed to the problems of BC's
hosts of this Saturday. Greg
Landry, the capable and elusive
quarterback who had great games
against almost every team except
BC in his three campaigns, is in
Detroit as backup man for the
Lions' Bill Munson.
Nick Warnock, Landry's best
receiver and the top senior of this
year's squad, is out for the season
with a shoulder separation. Tim
Driscoll and Mike Marchev, two
of the better backfield men, join
Warnock among the players
knoced out of action in the course
of a rough season.
"Injuries have hurt us considerably this season," Fusia notes.
"Two or three individuals in our
defensive unit can only operate
70-80%; this cuts down on overall
defense.
"In many cases, we have had to
play individuals who were out at
practice one day or two at the
most. We must limit rough work
at practice for fear of further injury. Operating this way cuts
down on performance. We have
had as many as 10 starters?season regulars?out of action for a
given ball game."
The biggest problem for a coach
in today's two-platoon football is
depth?the necessity of having replacements for the people sidelined during the course of a season. Yankee Conference member
UMass is "enduring" with 20
athletic scholarships in all sports;
while Fusia regards his scholarship situation as University policy
and won't comment, a major factor in his talent deficit has to be
the limited talent supply. BC, by
contrast, gives 25-30 per year in
football alone?hence the Inequality.

For Saturday's game, the most
likely Redmen threat will be their
defensive backfield. Led by veteran and co-captain Mike McArdle, a consistent safetyman, the

Courtside Club
Courtside Club season basketball tickets are on sale today and
tomorrow in McHugh Forum.
All season tickets will be sold
on the following schedule: Seniors, today 9-11; Juniors, today
11-1; Sophs, tomorrow, 9-11;
Frosh, tomorrow, 11-1.
Each season ticket purchaser
must bring twelve dollars, his
Courtside card, and AA stubs no.
2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20,
and 22. One person with ten sets
of stubs, cards, and money can
purchase ten bloc seats.

the front
wall. This offensive line should
prove much better than the porous
pretection afforded Landry here in
?67.
The Redmen also have had an
injury-wracked defensive line.
Marty Scheralis and Randy Robinson have been in and out with
various ailments, but Dennis
Grey (71 tackles to his credit) and
Rover Don Dotson are experienced in support.
For the Redmen, this final
game of the '68 campaign means
the difference between a disastrous record and a salvaged season. The last BC encouter, a 25-0
Eagles shutout at Alumni Stadium, was probably more indicative of the '68 game than the 14-7
clash at UMass two years ago.
Coach Fusia might yet be able
to grin and bear it.
Nagle

Coach Vie Fusia

Soaring Eagles pin eighth
VMI with 45-13 triumph

on

Mike McArdle
experience before this

By Bill Fogarty
Sports Staff

season. His

halfbacks have been shuttling in
and out with injuries. Look for
an improved Bruce Cochrane at
fullback, with Jerry Grasso and
Pat Scavone also strating.
Where once the picture was
strong?among the receivers?it is
now a situation of depleted talent
and uncertain depth. Nick McGarry, a 6-5 soph from Virginia,
is filling in for the lost Warnock
at one end, wrrle Jim Long and
Don Young fill the other. Young,

...

JUMP BALL
Eagles' Steve Klves (85) had a hand on this Frank
Harris pass (partially obscured), but VMl's Kerr Kump (27) knocked
it away. George Rezk Photo.

Records fell for the second consecutive week Saturday at Alumni
Stadium as the BC football team
buried a hapless Virginia Military
Institute squad 45-13.17,300 hearty
but chilled spectators watched the
most balanced attack the BC
eleven has molded since their
Sept. 28 opener against Navy.
Halfback Dave Bennett notched two touchdowns, bringing his
season total to fourteen and

erasing a school record. Senior
end Barry Gallup also set a
career mark of the highest number of pass receptions.

All the action was not on of-

fense, though. The Eagle defense
intercepted six passes, three of

the thefts by linebacker Jim
King. Rover Dave Thomas blocked a field goal attempt and the BC

line ended one visitordrive within
a foot from the yellow stripe.
Bennett returned the opening
kickoff to the VMI twenty-five,
but the Eagles could get no closer
than the twelve. A five yard VMI
punt gave BC another chance at
the twenty-two, but the offense
failed.
Yukica's boys woud not be denied. Visitor quarterback Murphy
Sprinkel could take his team nowhere, and another punt gave the
Eagles the ball just inside their
own territory. Frank Harris then
marched the home eleven fiftysix yards on three passes. The
last was the record-breaking
catch by Gallup, who showed his
ex-hoopster form by outleaping
two defenders and landing within
a toe-length of the end line. Bob
Gallivan added the extra point to
make it 7-0.
Sprinkel showed that it might be
a tough afternoon yet, as he passed and scrambled to the BC thirteen. From there, wingback Tom
Sowers rammed the line on four
successive plays to finally get the
TD.
In the second period, the Keydets were administered the last
rites. The first drive of the sector was perfectly balanced.
Paul DellaVilla, looking very
tough, crashed over center for
WRESTLED OUT OF BOUNDS
at midfield is BC receiver Jim
impressive gains. Sophomore
Catone. Paul Fraim (47) of VMI tries to prevent a first down on the
whiz Fred Willis swept left end
play. Rezk Photo.

...

for 36 yards. Steve Kives got In
bis licks with an impossible,
leaping grab at the two yard
line. Willis then hurtled the
line for the score. Gallivan pat
the Eagles up by seven.
After the blocked field goal attempt later in the period, BC
ruined VMI hopes in a couple of
minutes. Willis and DellaVilla ran
midfield. Then Haris found Gallup
wide opened for his second reception and second touchdown.
The PAT was good.
Following a fumble on the kickoff by Phil Hannum, BC took over
at the VMI sixteen. A pass to Gallup and one yard plunge by Bennett made it 27-7. The kick was
good. With one second left in the
half Galliva broke his own school
record for kicking in a season,
when he hit a field goalfrom the
visitor fourteen.

...

GRID QUEEN
beautiful Sue
Boehler was presented as BC's
entry in the NCAA Queen contest
at halftime.

RHEIGTS EVIEW

1
Last week, one of the most significant events in campus cultural
annals will take place. Few campuses in this entire nation have
ever been fortunate to have an
artistic occurrence of such magnitude. The scope of the intention,
the sweep of the execution boggle
the mind. Despite the limitations
which necessarily bedevil any attempt to realize this grand conception, there can be little doubt
that this performance comes as
close to perfect as one could expect or

Once I had a pretty cat,
until I hit him with a bat.

n

Once I had a goldfish
He was a present from my pop.
One day I fed him too much food
And he floated to the top.

m

My sister had a little pup,
Until I tried to burn him up.

IV
Once I had a baby chick,
Cute without a doubt
Until one day my friend named
Dick
Pulled his feathers out.
J.R.S.

even hope.

?

"Yellow Submarine"

Beatle's

win again, in animation
By William Mundy Reap

Special to the Heights

If you love your eyes and are looking for a pleasant evening of escape, catch the
Beatles Yellow Submarine at the Beacon Hill tomorrow. Don't go looking for a movie as
socially significant as the Beatles songs. It just isn't.
Visually it is the most delightful movie I have ever seen. The music, of course, is wonderful. The plot, unfortunately, isn't there. Hienz Edelmann and his animators have created a tremendously intricate and imaginative world for the boys to romp in. If the animation
appears boring, it is the fault of the script. The design and style of the visual art is flawless,
it seems a shame that they used such a script to supplement it.
a wonderfully happy land (PepperThe pseudo-plot is a reworking of the old story
(the
by
theforces of evil
Blue Meanies); one fellow, (Old Youg Fred) getland) overrun
ting away (in the Yellow Submarine) to seek help (ta-da
the Beatles).
By coincidence the Meanies can not stand music, so the Beatles, after an arduous jour
ney during which they pick up the original Nowhere Man: Jeremy Hillary Boob, Ph.D.
(perhaps one of Geo. Wallaces pseudo-intellectuals?) conquer and convert the Blue Meanies into real flower child-goodies.
The presentation of the story is linear, often boring, and often funny, and seldom
worth it The songs actually hold the story together and Edelmann adds tremendously
to them with his illustrations. Five or six of the Sergeant Pepper songs, one new song (not
one of their best), and some excellent instrumentals.
The movie is pleasant, the art is wonderful and it is somewhat comforting to hear someone in this world of Vietnams, Biafras, George Wallaces, and Chicagos actually believing
that "all you need is Love." The best a"dvice for seeing the movie comes from Sgt. Pepper:
"sit back and let the evening go."
?

?

The Power of Perversion

Flawed screenplay limits "Negatives"
By Terry McAteer
Special to The Heights
Looking into man to see why
he does things has been a popular
pastime of art for quite a while.

If a true artist takes a man, ex-

plores him, and tries to find out

why he is messed up, chances
are this piece of art will be significant.
If an "artist" takes a man but
just watches him get even more
messed up, chances are the piece
of art will not be much more than
gilded voyeurism.

The story involves two people
Theo and Vivian, whose entire
relationship depends on their
playing out an elaborate sexual
fantasy in which he is an infamous
murderer and she is his wife. Into
this bizarre setting comes a female photographer named Reingard who has observed them at
play on their roof.
While destroying the old fantasy, she introduces Theo to a
new fantasy in which he is the
Baron Yon Richtofen. Eventually
he slips completely into the new
fantasy and, while reliving Yon
Richtofen's last flight, dies.
This all has very little to do
with what happens in the film.
The story is merely a vehicle for
the driector, Peter Medak, to
bring across his various perversions through what can best be
descriped as a style of negation.
In the first fantasy scene Medak

has Theo and Vivien going
through their fantasy roles without speaking while the audience is
listening to the apropriate dialogue in the voices of Theo and
Vivien on the sound track. Another scene in which Theo is walking through a graveyard contemplating ins father's death, is
filmed through the branches of
trees in the manner always reserved for pastoral love scenes.
These two scenes are examples
of what I meant by a style of
negation. Medak takes rather
familiar scenes (the fantasy after
all, is alove scene) and totally
removes them from reality by
shoting them so that we are reminded of the gross unreality of
the film.
This technique works very well
to keep us interested but we are
never really rewarded for our intrest. Theo, Vivian, and Reingard are all insane to varying
degrees; but we are never given
any idea of how we should be reacting to them.
When Reingard is thrown out of
the house by Vivien, we don't
care. When Vivien is taken to
the hospital crying madly, we feel
nothing. When the dead Theo's
eyes stare straight into the camera at us, we feel nothing at all.
We have been intrigued enough
by what Medak has done with his
experiment in style.
His success, however, is

matched by the failure of the

screenplay by Peter Everett and
Roger Lowry which is filled with

usual?or perverse?but because
of the inept screen-play we be-

come little more than unwilling
voyeurs.

lines like: "Anybody could be anything on the right kind of day"
and"I don't need you any more."
Add to this vapid dialogue, a total
objectivity to the characters and
their problems, and you have a
script which resembles a fully
dispassionate clinical report on
group insanity.
With the help of Medak's direction the actors are able to give
very intelligent performances.
Peter McEnery's sullen, brooding
face lends a sort of silent pathos
to Theo, whose perverted libido
moves from the heterosexual fantasy life of the murderer to a new
form of sex represented by a
wingless Tiger Moth airplane
from which he excludes everybody but himself.
Glenda Jackson's Vivien is neurotically loud and cruel enough in
her emotional sadism to form a
perfect counterpoint to Theo.
Diane Cilento's aloof but curious
Reinhard is fine for the voyeuristic photographer who breaks up
Theo and Vivien's "happy" home.
Together they work beautifully,
contrasting the three different ex-

treme abnormalities.
In trying to set up a worldwhich
is the reverse of normality (thus
the title Negatives), Medak has
made an auspicious attempt at
justaposing the usual and the tin-

Diane Cilento and Peter McEnery star in Peter Medak's NEGATIVES,
the heart warming tale of a man, a woman, a photographer, and

sexual perversion.
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Into this void steps
by PAUL F.

DROESCH

Rock bands are breaking up in
droves these days and musicians
everywhere seem to be going out
on their own. A healthy development it is, for it is leading to much
musical exploration and virtuosity. Unfortunately, though, this
trend toward individualism in
rock is taking its toll in tightly
arranged bands; Mamas and
Papas and Buffalo Springfield are
already gone and others will
probably soon follow suit and
split.

Into this void steps Eclection.
Eclection is a band that you've
probably never heard of, and the
odds are that you never will hear
too much of them, but they're
very nice and they have recently
made a very nice album for Elektra.

Eclection is from England and
from Canada and from Norway
and from Australia, too. They
are , for the most part, former
folk singers who met in England,
formed the group, spent six
months living together, practicing,
no doubt, like hell, made a record

by

and then started playing gigs.
(my conceptualization of Morgan
The six months they spent reLe Fey) and her smooth alto
hearsing before venturing out into voice is powerful yet refined; not
the world definitely show on their overly pretty but quite impressive.
album, every note is perfectly in
The rest of Eclection includes:
place. They know each other Gerry Conway, drums; Trevor
and work, it appears, totally as a Lucas, bass; and Georg Hultunit. Not much virtuosity here, green, who Elektra proudly
but much solid precision.
: claims is a Norwegian of genuine
The arrangements on the album Russian royal ancestry, on 12are lush, with violins all over the -string guitars. Rosen, in addiplace and scads of vocal harmony, tion to playing trumpet, plays sixsomewhat reminiscent of the string guitars.
aforementioned Mamas and
Most of the songs on the album
Papas, appearing on almost every were written by Georg Hulgreen,
cut.
though Rosen contributed three.
Acoustic guitars are used often, The arrangements were done
sometimes against electric leads, mainly by Conway, but the songs
and sometimes for the leads (a were all made during the six
rare occurrence). Bass and drums months that Eclection was getting
are simple but noticeable and together and are probably the
competently played. Finally there work of the whole band.
is a trumpet and an incredible
The lyrics to the songs, like
girl singer.
those of most rock songs are
The trumpet is played by Michrather pretentious, but they are
ael Rosen, the Canadian of the pretty and lyrical and
are quite
group. It is mostly used in the sufficient as
for the manvehicles
background and it is well-placed ifold vocal talents
of the group,
as well as well-played.
which, by far, are Eclection's
The singer's name Is Kerrilee greatest assets.
Male. She is an evil-looking chick
Eclection's album is quite easy
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Eclection

to listen to, very tight, very solid,
and extremely well-recorded.
What the group lacks in virtuosity
it more than makes up for in its

musical and vocal togetherness.
Eclection probably won't wear too
well, but before one finally gets
sick of it, one should really like it.

woman 's voice that isn't pretending anything
pure
A

HILLARD POUNCY
Features Editor

Street is the name of a new
group Verve Forecast Records
just released. The strange-looking album jacket, featuring a
blond-haired guy in a gold lame

jump suit, floating a foot off the
ground, bothers your eye.
The album, however, Is not as
strange. A bland, murky sound,
changed only by tempo and loud-

ness, is all you hear.

There

seems

to be little to the group and
its approach to rock.

But something about the female
lead singer jars the memory.
Doesn't this Anya Cohen sound
a lot like that broad that used to
sing with We Five, the group that
did "You Were on My Mind?".
Wait a minute, she sounds even
more like the early Grade Slick.
The rest of the group, however,
does not compare to her example.
A quivering, emoting voice that
creates moods needs a harder
more individualized band with it.
Out of its muddy sound, the drums
and the brass are the only distinguishable components. The six
member group has two lead guitars, and neither one is any good.
In listening to the record closer
it turns out that Anya Cohen
doesn't have a powerful voice in
the style of the power of Aretha
Franklin. Her voice is strong in
the sense that it convinces you
that she totally means what she
sings without screaming. She
says in "Some Thoughts of a
Young Man's Girl."

"They're so hard on a mother's

son,

and it hurts when he's your
only one
and that he was, yes he was,
the only one.
First she borned him, then
she warned him
he'd do his best to love the
world,
but then it scorned him
Why do they do that to a
mother's son."
The soft melody assumes all the
tragedy a soldier's love must undergo. Rick Shorter the group's
producer, wrote it, and Anya
treats it well.
Their lively version of George
Harrison's "If I Needed Someone" is done with horns and brass
and succeeds. But it is part of
a medley tied in with Dylan's
"Tomorrow'sa Long, Long Time"
which as a whole does not come
off. The guitarists tried to bridge
the two songs with improvisations
that don't work. They have no

boldness, no evidence of any feel-

ing, or uniqueness. Unimaginative studio work didn't help the
situation any.
The group had made underground radio in New York this
summer with "Boeing 707." This
simple, catching song was also
written by Shorter and moves
well behind a good beat.
However, it must be stressed
that the group is entirely the
voice of Anya Cohen. A pure
woman's voice that isn't pretending anything. She doesn't lead
the group down the paths of Country and Western, folk, soul, blues,
nothing. It is the voice of Streisand in the Villagetrying to make
it just before we get to her, possess her and destroy her.
The album is generally weak.
The fact that it is the debut of a
good female singer places it with

Gracie Slick's and Janis Joplin's

first albums. Other than that, all
resemblance to other groups and
people ends.

Walt Disney's merriest... the giants come through
##ROGER LIZOTTE
Copy Staff
Hang-ups in plentitude. Downwards flowing, minds bends. But
all is not hopeless (oh no, my
friend). The giant corporations (at
least one of them) have come

throuh.

some, Snow White's arias dwarf
Country Joe and the Fish.
This record has quite a good
cross section of Disney hits, not
perfect, but good. Maybe collections always suffer. So be it.
This one swings. Assorted stars
wing their way through such

songs as "Whistle While You
Walked down by Newton Centre.
Work" and "Who's Afraid of the
Rain. Sombre day. Sombre mood. Big
Bad Wolf?" Mary Martin,
A sin flashed-reisteredon the consultry contralto torrid, comes
her
sciousneses. This was unexpected through
with a mind-bending
?could be fantastic. A Gulf sta"Whistle."
The lyrics really
tion was offering for, the phenomgrooved in on possibly the earliest
enolly low price of one dollar
expression of the possibility of
(yes, that's right, my friend, a colusing music to transcend the uplection of four bits accepted in any
order. Step right up) a collection tight, hard-driving modern world
pace.
of Walt Disney's merriest sons.
Also on the album is Dick Van
Lauhter twittered in the backround as the record and its bearer Dyke doing the definitive interpreation of "Chim Chim Cheree."
travelled the dorm corridor. Impervious to it (record and bearer). the gentle excoration of escapism
Few people will really take the in lower class proletarianoccupatime to appreciate an art form tion.
often degenirated by certain selfPerhaps the best cut of the
styled esthetes. Too bad. For whole album was "Lavender

Blue (Dilly Dilly)" done by a pound the senses. Mind reel. New
turned-on bearded-voiced Burl reel. Real reel. Probe, back off,
Ives. Ives really poured himself probe again.
into this song. The lyrics really
Catharsis. End of song. Ex
try to break beyond meaning to haustion, relief, exhileration.
meaning. Colors rotate verbally.
Nothing left, rest Is anti-cliLavender blue and lavender green mactical.

Don't let the title fool you.
This is merry song. This is also
soul-lifting music. The pounding
beat, but flowing, magnetic music
and pointed lyrics. Better than
the White Knight to chase the

blues.
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Indian speaks to Holy Name Society

Hindu philosophy aids

self-realization

By Prakash Kundalia
Special to the Heights

Thus, Hinduism is more inclined
ED. Note: PrakashKundalia gave or action, is not contrary to joy of Brahmn, knowing both good
the following talk to the South knowledge of God, but indeed, if and evil, transcends both." The towards "self-culture" and contemplation, meditation in a philNatick "Holy Name Society" on performed without attachment is world is not a buffer block in selfthe idea that certain principles of a means to it. On the other hand, realization; it offers perpetual osophical way, whereas ChristianHindu philosophy are an aid to renunciation is renunciation of the possibilities for the enlightenment ity leans heavily on devotion,
ego, of selfishness?not of life. The of soul. The duality which is the which is also one of the recognized
self-realization.
end, both of the work and renuncause of 'Maya,' illusion
our paths in Hinduism to achieve oneThe foremost thought in the ciation, is to know self within and perception of it being real when ness with Brahma. Through the
Upanishads, which serves as a
Brahman without, and to realize it is not is a necessary step for cycles of birth and rebirth govstructural basis for much of later their identity. The self is Brahthe ultimaterealization of unity.
erned by our own actions, soul is
Hindu thought, is the realization man, and Brahmin is all.
constantly striving toward that
of self. The Upanishads are a part
beatific state where no more, to
Contrary to the common negaof Vedic Literature which dates as
me a line from The Waste Land.
assumption, the theme of a
late as the 1500 B.C. in written tive
"Thinking of the key, each conhealthy
joy
of
life
characterizes
records that are passed to us. Hina prison!" It is a perfection
firms
the main stream in Rigveda.
duism is not a multifarious cloth
and
liberation.
The Upanishads are the supreme
that can be tailored in a fashionWhenever I think of America,
able system; it is a way of life. expression of mystical experisee innumerable wheels endlessI
The unity is to be discerned in ences of saints and seeks who
ly rolling on the highways, conlived hundreds of years before
purpose, the quest for the ultitinuously unfolding through the
mate reality, reality "whose even the distant seeds of Chriswindshield. Americans seem, to
tianity were conceived. These are
Beauty is past Change."
me, to be rooted in their cars. Is
visionary
glimpses
eternity
onto
Hindu philosophy presented
motion itself an end? Or is it an
solely as something luminous where the Divine Light prevails
escape from the drudgery of bespeeding in the opposite direction eternally. They are the works of
ing alive? Motion is life. But the
unknown authors of antiquity sepfrom the physical bounds of westhighest stage of motion is where it
arated in time, but un:ted in their
ern thought as an inversely multiappears to be stationary, perfecLight,
light
the
plying rate has always appeared zeal to discov r the
tion of speech is silence, the words
at the sight of which 'self,' Atman,
to me rather crude. Undoubtedly,
eliminated and the music prevails.
perthere is a difference in emphasis, sheds all distinctions and
There is a question which people
but body and soul, matter and ceives its oneness with Brahmin,
often ask me, "What is your imspirit, speech and silence, the the Reality.
pression of America?" WithholdThe 'self transcends the indiworld we live and the world being the great admiration I have
yond are not antagonistic; and vidual ego and intuitively knows
for this successful country and its
they are complementary. Ishna it to be Brahma. This blissful state
people, among whom I came a
of soul, in which iV is released
Upanishad affirms that.
stranger and shall leave many
Life in the world and life in the from all earthly bonds, is termed
spirit are not compatible. Work, as Nirvana, "He who knows the
Buddha
?

the happy ant
an ant's a funny sort of thing

mountains to molehills
forever the same
climbs them both with never a
strain
never complains

-

comteiywas"hTnr ou

peace,
lwar,
agai
ohate,
ve,nst
havefor
ttakestoandcstal freedom,force,
a
for
agaiitaninfacism,
pursex,
for
for agai
blinndst
me,you."
against
TheFugs
for

By Tom

Sheehan

Features Staff
This is a plea, sort of.
It is written for you who saw
Julian Bond and later sat in the
Snack Bar shaking your heads as
you sipped your chocolate frappes.
It is written because you were
"disappointed." You expected a
circus performance and there was
none. Did you ever ask yourself
what Julain Bond can expect of
you?
Nothing.

Or did you fail to see it?
Did you see his pesimism as he
stood there chain smoking, telling
you about the "New Coalition,"
telling you how he didn't know
what it would lead to?
Except maybe "the next time."
And yet he continues on inside
"The Movement" whatever the
hell that is, trying to make life a
little more bearable for his people
down there in Atlanta.

cops did in Chicago was so typically funny he laughed for two

straight days), and Julian Bond.
It can include the Fugs, who ad-

vertised one of their albums like
this:
"There comes a time when
you have to take a stand
for peace, against war
for love, against hate,
for freedom, against blind force
for sex, against puritanical
fascism
for me, against you."

This is a plea, sort of.
Not for the "movement," not for
any movement. But for life,
against death, for vision, against
blindness, for honesty, against delusion.
Cause the first thing you have
to do is be honest with yourself.
Helping people, not hurting You have to see you're nothing
them: Julian Bond's thing, and more than an acldent, a chance
combination of heredity and enthat's all there is.
For behind all the garbage, if vironment. You are what you eat.
it is to worth anything as all, the The first step before you can free
"Movement"is nothing more than others is to free yourself.
people trying to be people. So it
But don't get me wrong, I accan include Christians like Dan cuse no one, I have no right to
Berigan and Yippies like Abbie accuse anyone other than myself.
Hoffman (who thought what the And I love chocolate frappes.

pain and joy

no worry to him

ulcer's no problem
neither is sin
yes

an ant's a funny sort of thing
perhaps he is happy

but how to be happy
when never a tear
guess he's solved the old riddle
yet how did he do it

when he never once tried
poor thing

doesn't know he's a winner

in that game we all play
he's found what we're after
but the question is why
what's an ant to a man
or a man to an ant

can't be much of a difference
to the question never asked

he's found there's real truth
where there's none

B. Marcotte '70

friends behind, I am fond of telling

a story.

On my second evening in this
country, returning to my hotel in
New York, I saw that the adjoining room was surrounded by the
police and ambulance men. Like
many others who were pressing
against the corden formed by the
police, I was also curious to find
out what had happened. A voice
informed me the salesman who
had stayed in that room for the
last two nights had committedsuicide. He left a note saying that he
had paid all his installmentsinstallments for the car, house,
furniture, a fat insurance policy
and even for the dreams that he
sold in advance to his would-be
wife. The purpose of his life was
fulfilled with the last of these installments. He could live life and
love in installments, but life as a
whole.
There is a purpose which transcends the purposes of our immediate vision and it is for that, that
alone, life is worth living. The
Scriptures, the religious books are
the memory of those who have
known that purpose. Let us see
and trust that purpose in all its
sharpness and stretch our arms
towards it.

. ..

OM! OM! Shantih!

The Not-So-Kinetic
Art Show
By Mike Fratinl
Copy Staff

"The Kinetic Art" is here. London Pop. San Francisco
Psychedelic. German Dada. Black Comedy. Animated Film:
"The Kinetic Art": a three-program film series still at Brandeis.
Well, it's not what it's cracked the opportunity to see some very
up to be ("a panoramic presentaexcellent films that stand quite
tion of the latest achievements in
strongly on their own merit.
creative cinema"). But at its best,
Undoubtedly the best film in the
it is providing a welcome showcase for some very good films and first program was Jordan Belson's
(San Francisco).
some very talented film makers.
If the first program is any indication, the films aren't really all
that representative of film art today (which from its title it's obviously intended to be). It has too
many limitations for this. For
economy's sake (or perhaps for
obscurity's sake), first of all they
are showing only short films. And
it's not just a question of length
because they range from 5 seconds to 55 minutes. Short film generally have more modest aims;
they present one theme, one idea.
They can represent new film technique, but not much else.
"The Kinetic Art" tries hard to
show a diversity of style: Animated film, cinema verites, experimental work. But each program
is complete in itself. It's three
festivals, not one.
It should be clear that these are
not "underground films" (although the German "dadaist"
films are stylistically related).
These film makers are technically
too adept; their films are too polished. Most of them experiment
only in subject matter, while a
few could easily be considered
conventional film makers.
It is not fair, however, to judge
"The Kinetic Art" just as a collection of short films. It provides

Phenomena
It is
not an ordinary film; in fact, it
almost defies description. Explosions of color (to music); vibrant
colors cut to a blank screen for
visual aftereffects; interweaving
mists of color; changing shades of
color in a set pattern for visualized movement. But Phenomena
is more than just an amalgam of
color effects: it is a structured
work of art. Each section breathes
its own life; each effect blends.
The film, as Belson says, should
be experienced, not just seen.
Some other films were worthy
of not. Life in a Tin Can (La
Vida) by Italian animation Bruno
Bozzetto contrasts the grey reality
of life with color paradise. It is a
subtle sketch of the one-dimensional man automated society has
produced, with mocking emphasis
on his simple (and few) pleasures.
La Pomme by Charles Matton are
filmic memoirs with collage, live
action (normal and slowed), and
an innovative process of dissolving drawing into live action.
Program No. 3 will be at Brandeis this weekend. It would be
worth seeing just for Jordan Belson's other new film, Samadhi.
But still with all its drawbacks,
"The Kinetic Art" is easily the
best film entertainment around.
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Mediocrity is

a

mortal sin:

Radcliffe tries to succeed at "Business"
cinated to watch the stagehands BC Dramatics Society at the
set up the stage and the cast more severely limited Campion
Drama Critic
take up their positions. This was Auditorium. I have never held
I had misgivings about the Radthe competence of the Dramatic
not planned, but occurred becliffe production of How to SucSociety in that high regard, but
ceed in Business Without Really cause the main curtain had a if the Radcliffe production is any
scrim-like quality that made it
Trying from the moment I sat
guide to college theatre, I must
down in Agassiz Theatre. The partially transparent.
drastically reverse my estimaThe set designed by Pat Pilz, tion of them upward.
reason for my misgivings was
that I was seated behind a pillar also exhibited many other techHow to Succeed is a fantasticnical problems. I mean really ally funny musical on the foibles
of only somewhat smaller dimensions than a California redwood. exhibited, because often the of the business world. While the
Although I have leaned around lights were brought up while the Organization Man as a comedic
pillars at baseball and basketball damaged set was repaired by object may now seem a trifle
gamesbefore, I have never leaned the gallant stagehands, who dedated, the play has an astoundserve a round of applause for ing amount of life, managing
around one at play. I began to believe that there was a reason why their coolness in the face of reoften to defaet the cast and prothey didn't want a reviewer to see peated disaster.
duce real humor and bounce.
the play. Unfortunately, I moved
While Agassiz Theatre is far
The part of J. B. Bigley was
from the perfect theatre, it played admirably by Timothy
and found out that I was right.
When I looked at the stage becaused this company more probHall, who alone among the aclems than had ever troubled the tors displayed a control and real
fore the curtain rose, I was fasflair for exploiting the comic
possibilities of his role, Mr. Hall
was even able to use the hang of
By Mike Dmoch
his clothing and roll of his walk
As is already well known by habitues, Middle Earth to enhance an extremely compeconsistently presents some of the best amateur performers tent performance.
By Ed

Dembitz

Middle Earth Weekly is back

in the Boston area. Last Sunday the coffee house gave itself
a birthday party. Each performer played and sang as if he
were a pro. Beautiful people all over the place. Supargroove.
Bill, Bob, and Carol did what were probably their best
two sets yet. Two weeks ago they appeared with a show that
tended to re-inforce my earlier judgement of a P P and M
style. But for this show everything fell into place.
The guitar work still occassionally smacks of P P & M cum
lan and Sylvia but most of it is beginning to show a distinctive and original style. It is in their vocals especially that
their distinctness shows. For perhaps the first time adequate
use was made of Bill's soft and mellow tenor to complement
Bob's strong clear voice and Carol's careful harmonies.
Sunday night in the second set it all came together.
For that time at least they were nearly as good as anything
on record (pure folk that is). If they can hang on to their
new found identity, comparisons will no longer be relevant.
Their already smooth, flowing sound hung together well as
an imitation. With something of their own to work on, it
would seem that they could really start to move.
Phil Wilayto came on with something seldom seen anywhere, 25, 30, 35 minutes of straight guitar. No break, no
singing. He is a rarity among guitarists. Sunday his first
attempt at a long piece with a unifying theme succeeded. In
the first set the piece was rather disjointed, and failed to
come across as a whole, but in the second, he seemed to find
out What is was all about. It's still raw and somewhat unpolished but that second set was a half-hour of some of the
best guitar going around.
Bob Calaman visiting from Fairfield U. was a disappointment. Due in part to troubles with his machine and
harp, he didn't approach the work I've previously heard him
do. When he hit Rolling Home and JEverything Ain't Been
Said (especially the last time around) he was back at the
form we heard last year and better. His calcullatedely uneven vocal style in his own and appropriate to the music
he's doing. With more consistency and work he could be
one of the better ones around. On the twp songs previously
mentioned, he produced on the high level the occasion mentioned.
Marge Morian fills out the list of Folk for the evening.
I am somewhat disadvantaged in never having seen her
perform before. If she is consistent on the level on Which
she performed that night, she could become one of the important new voices on the general folk scene. As a song
writer into a poetic bag (particularly with Simon, perhaps
the most moving song of the night) that shows both writing talent and an acute awareness of modern problems.
Simon deals with racial inequality with a sense of human
sadness and involvement that is often lacking in modern
music of the type verging on protest.
The Middle Earth Birthday Party is a very special occasion to which only the best talent is invited. This time the
performers in each case responded to the challenge with a
performance of a professional level. It is hoped that in the
future they can continue to produce music on the same level
of achievement they exhibited that night.

He was ably seconded by a required by the play to do all
small girl with dark hair in the three. The choreography was the
chorus who with Mr. Hall realworst aspect (with the exception
ized the need for elan and freshof Shannon Thompson as Smitty)
ness; and remembered the fact displaying not so much amatuerthat they were actually in a play, ishness as ignorance.
Th rest of the cast was just
The play was directed, I bethere, Finch (Pope Brock) seemlieve, by Josh Rubbins (It was
ed never to have his body or his difficult to decipher from the
gestures under any real or effecprogram) at a frenetic pace and
tive control. (And someone the asides were delivered with
should have advised him that such verocity at the audience
rising young business executives
that I believed I had wandered
usually have shorter and neater into a comercial Living Theatre.
hair than college students).
The cast and director seemed to
One wondered how he ever have gotten their ideas of a muscame to marry Rosemary (Carol ical comedy from a bad play
Simone) who generally lacked written in the thirties.
any spirit or life. It would be unThe show also runs the weekfair to credit this fault to her end of Nov. 21-23 and hopefully,
alone, for like a contagious disat least some technical problems
ease, it was widespread and a will be solved by then.
majority of the cast suffered
In the one authentic show
stopped number "Brotherhood of
from it.
The chorus was dispirited unMan" Finch sings that "Meditil it began to sing which it did ocrity is not a Mortal sin." Unmuch better than it danced or fortunately for this production,
acted. Unfortunately, they were it is.

TCB's 'Brecht on

Brecht'

tedious

By Tom Kieffer

Features Staff

The Theater Company of Boston's current production, Brecht On Brecht, presents a
collection of songs, essays, poems, and short dramatic scenes. It is an attempt to convey
the anger, sensitivity, and commitment of Bertolt Brecht
It falls flat because the collecthe audience at all. This is not plays such as: Caucasion Chalk
tion of fragments does not come even dead theater, it is nonCircle, Mother Courage and Her

alive, though many of the individual passages show Brecht's deep
insight into his world. Again and
again, his love of life, his tongue
in cheek pessimism, and his Marxist sympathy for the working class

through. "Drink deeply
from life, have another gin and
take your time to go to hell."
A lot of really relevant social
criticism is quoted from his essays?he talks of the people who
"will have to burn before they
start asking questions." He begs
us to "stop cultivating the art of
tolerance."
He sees the upper classes witching the "peasants breaking their
asses," civilizations built on the
backs of slaves. He talks of war
perpetrated by the ruilng class,
of the poor and innocent who must
fight. "Long before they died in
battle their children were dying."
"The leaders say peace when they
mean war. Do not go into the new
wars as if the old ones had had
their day." And a passionate plea
?"I beg you mothers let your
sons owe you their birth, but not
their death; let your children
live."
When Brecht talks of war in
society, one feels he is talking to
men here and now. "He who does
not give in is beaten to death
Man is no more than a mechanical
holder of a passport, a receptical
for valuables."
And finally, Brecht talks of his
art?"Man is bought and sold?
that is what I show you. As a playwright, I show you how they hang
each other and how they love each
other."
With so many relevant quotes
from his essays, one wishes TCB
would not have made the presentation so tedious. The material is
presented by five actors, except
for the occasional tapea voice of
Brecht. Gilbert Lewis and Larry
Bryggman seem out of place and
Penelope Allen is simply inadequate, especially in her three
songs. More important, the collection does not move or affect

theater. Some interesting things

Children, The Good Woman of

are said, but they are just as well
read in a book or a review.
This production does not even

Setzuan and St. Joan of the Stockyards. TCB chose a brilliant playwright to talk about, but I think
Bertolt Brecht would rather have
his work speak for itself.

hint at the tremendous sensitivity
and insight of Brecht's many great

come

...

Doubleday and
Doubleday and Company, Inc.

and The Liberation News Service
(New York) have signed a contract for a book that will explore the phenomenon of radicalization of middle class youth.
The book will be of unusual format?a paperback original with

COLLEGE STUDENTS
AND
TEACHERS
Full or Part Time
Excellent earning opportunities Scholastic awards
and bonuses Hours can be

an

emphasis on graphic impact
?with photographs, articles, in-

terviews, letters, poems, charts
and cartoons. Both established
and innovative techniques will
be used for integration of graphics and typography. The projected publication time is the
sumer of 1969.
Placing the recent disturbances at Columbia University in
the perspective of the greater
malaise of the American society,
the book will explore the environment in which middle class
youth comes of age, the problems young people face, their
outlok, their ideals, their confrontations with the Establishment and the nature of the Establishment itself.
The examination of the Columbia Experience, therefore, will
serve as a springboard for an investigation of tne nature and
quality of middle class life, in
an attempt to understand the
causes and manifestations of the
radicalization of the young. Interest in this volume should not
be confined to any particular
group, nor to Americans alone;
the emergence of similar patterns in Europe and Elsewhere
virtually

guarantees

arranged.

CALL:

267-0808
471-9297
547-8821

(Every Wednesday
is

Coed
\u25a0

night
come as you are to

a world-

wide audience.
The Liberation News Service
is the news of the New Left,
sending out dispatches to sub-

LNS merge

scribers three times a week. It
has been in exsitence for one
year and has its main office in
New York and bureaus in London, Chicago, Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
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